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The economic strategy under the Federal Labor Government
has had considerable success. The fundamental reason for this
success is the impact of the Prices and Incomes Accord (to the
extent that the Accord has been implemented). However, in
these circumstances it is easy to suppose that we have
resolved all of the basic economic difficulties facing the nation.
This is not the case. Indeed, the fundamental issue of
achieving a turnaround in the industrial structure in Australia
is still to be tackled.
In the last twelve months, the Labor Government has been
basing much of its strategy on the assumption that the large
devaluation of the Australian dollar will achieve firstly a big
boost to Australia's exports, especially in the manufacturing
area, and secondly substantial buildup of import replacement
industries which would thereby reduce the need for
manufactured imports.
In this way, the Government was hoping to reduce the current
account deficit and the imbalance of trade. This would have
reduced the pressure on the Australian dollar and allow for a
substantial reduction in interest rates.
Of course, the devaluation has had some impact on
manufacturing imports but unfortunately the impact has not
been anywhere near enough that which is required to achieve
the so-called J-curve effect; that is, to reduce imports and
increase exports of domestic manufacturing.
There have been two responses to this phenomenon from
Government Ministers:
the Keating response has been to rely entirely on macroeconomic theory which insists that a 25 per cent devaluation
must over a period of time achieve the so-called J-curve effect.
It is just a matter of waiting for the impact to occur and this wil
take time. The problem is: what if this takes several years?
Can we afford to wait?
The second response is that of Senator Button, who has argued
that it is unreasonable to expect the manufacturing sector to
revitalise itself, at such a rate that it will tum around
Australia's trading and current account difficulties. Senator
Button is quoted as saying, "I don't know who invented the
bloody J-curve but I can tell you that it wasn't an Australian
who learnt about the Australian economy."
Our view is that the government can achieve theJ-curve effect,
that is, a substantial improvement in Australia's trading and
current account positions, provided that it adds to its general
strategy substantial new measures in the area of trade and
industry policy.
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A number of such new measures are outlined in this paper.
The first section looks at the possibilities of increasing exports
through planned trade, with the second discussing a linking of
imports to domestic manufacturing. This is followed by an
outline of key planning strategies, and then by an account of
the importance of public investment in the economy. The fifth
section discusses the need for public support of new
industries.

1. Increasing Exports Through Planned
Trade
Industry policy cannot be based on protection and trade
policies alone. But these are crucial elements - especially if
one considers what has been occurring in the last five years.
What we must avoid is the treatment of the subject in
simplistic terms of protection versus so-called "free-trade".
What we must determine are theforms and extent of protection
and their impacts on the Australian economy generally.
It might be thought that Australia is some kind of absurdly
high protectionist country. The fact is that in overall terms our
protection levels have been reduced. The totality of protection
of our manufacturing is now of the order of only 14 per cent. It
is not exactly a massive amount of protection or some kind of
huge impost on the nation, as some people who have talked on
these matters would have us believe.

This point is generally not understood. When people look at
the protection measures used in Australia, they look at tariffs
and tariffs alone. They do not look at the fact that in other
countries many other protection devices are used which we
have never used and indeed in some cases we have never even
heard of. For example, the European Economic Community
uses literally thousands of different devices of a non-tariff kind
to keep out goods from other countries which it does not want.
Yet at the same time the EEC engages in very vigorous
dumping practices, including primary products on third world
countries to the disadvantage of Australia
The devaluation has potentially improved the situation for
manufacturing exports. However, if we proceed on the
assumption that the increased competitiveness gained from
the devaluation will in itself open up export markets, we are
not living in the real world. The concept of a world in which
free trade arrangements exist and competitiveness alone will
guarantee markets is a myth. Although politicial leaders of
many nations make pious statements about increasing multilateral trade and reducing trade barriers, the concrete reality
is very different. Indeed, in recent times, especially following
the recession of 1979 to 1983, there has been a mushrooming of

bilateral arrangements and special arrangements between
governments.
Proponents of the multi-lateral approach fall into two
categories: 1) right wing ideologues who believe that all trade
dealings should be within an international "super" market
place in which only price and competitiveness determine
success and the allocation of resources; 2) idealists who
believe that the only way for Third World nations to gain
access to the so-called First World, industrial countries, is
when multi-lateral arrangements are put into place and
protectionism reduced.
The idealists who support multi-Iateralism as a way to assist
the Third World are certainly pursuing a worthy end.
However, it is our view that, rather than multilateralism,
significantly increased planned trading arrangements
between nations will have a greater chance of achieving
redistribution between the poor and rich nations. Of course, as
part of this planning, many nations would be expected to
reduce the barriers between one another. Indeed, such a
planned approach is in direct contrast to that advocated by the
supporters of a multi-lateral market place.
There is a further factor which is ignored by the above two
groups: most of the world's trade is not between companies
that are in open competition with one another. Often, it is
between trans-national corporations in co-operation with one
another or within the same corporation.
This should arouse our scepticism towards such concepts as
"comparative advantage" in trade. Obviously in the liberal,
free-market type of world which is envisaged in the
multilateral conceptual framework that I have criticised, the
concept of "comparative advantage" has some application. It
has very little application in the situation where world trade is
complicated by the above factors. Let us focus then on the
problems and possibilities within the realistic world
framework.
Australia differs from the major industrialised countries in
that its industrial sector suffers from extensive domination by
foreign corporations. In relation to manufactured goods the
multi-nationals have had their game plan for Australia. This
has been a two-fold strategy. Firstly to penetrate the
Australian economy with manufactured imports, especially
those produced in cheaper Third World markets, but also
those produced in more competitive ways, through the huge
production runs available in the major industrialised
countries. It has not simply been a matter of imports from the
developing Asian countries; there are also imports from
European countries and indeed, the United States and
Japan.
'
Secondly, where Australian governments have put controls on
the penetration of imports by the multi-nationals, these
companies have often decided to move here to produce, or part
produce, their manufactured goods. This process, in itself, has
not been a bad development, but the philosophy that was
bro1l8ht in in relation to this was an entire focus on producing
for the Australian market alone.
These multinationals were in no way interested in localising
production in Australia of goods, or services, which could be
exported to the world as a whole. The effect has been to
localise production here, when travel costs were too expensive
'or when they were forced to do so by controls imposed by
governments. Indeed, often Australian subsidiaries are
prevented by the Head Office from exporting to other
nations.
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To overcome this problem, part of our strategy must be
negotiations with the major multinational corporations. It
should be made perfectly clear to them, thatthey should not be
given immediate access to the cream of the Australian
domestic market without some commitment to ensure greater
export penetration for our products, especially those products
·for which we are clearly technologically advanced. We should
fit such a strategy into our general planned approach to
trade.
Of course there is widespread agreement in Australia on the
need to expand our manufacturing exports. In the last 30 years
Australia's ranking amongst trading nations has slipped from
8th to 23rd and our share of world trade (1.2 per cent) is now
less than half the share we held (2.6 per cent) 30 years ago. An
important factor in Australia's poor export performance has
been our failure to develop adequately our exports of
manufactures and services. Manufactures now represent by
far the largest category of world trade, accounting for around
60 per cent of total world exports in 1983. Manufactures,
however, make up only 20 per cent of Australia's total exports.
Our share of world manufactures trade was a miniscule 0.4 per
cent in 1983.
But while there is substantial agreement about the need to
boost manufactured exports, there is still some considerable
disagreement as to how we are to approach this matter. The
global marketing plan developed by the Department of Trade
in September 1985 indicates that the multi-lateral approach
and philosophy reigns supreme. What the so-called plan
basically relies on is the hope that through marketing
instruments, including a number of trade missions in a
number of different places in the world, Australians can break
through and achieve export markets. Nowhere in this report is
there the suggestion that bilateral arrangements between
nations or planned agreements between Australia and a
number of nations should be considered. All that is considered
is the concept that with substantial increase in trade
promotion expenditures we should be able to achieve
increases in world markets, irrespective of the policies of the
governments involved.
The approach of the Department of Trade has been to try and
identify a number of areas in which Australian manufacturers,
because of their technological capacities or their development
of a unique product have been able to penetrate,
notwithstanding existant trade barriers. The idea here is to
zero in on the most specialized areas, areas in which it is
possible to penetrate markets independently of protective
mechanisms.
While this approach has some commendable features, to
suggest that Australian firms must identify only those
specialised areas which the firms of other nations have not
adequately serviced, as the major area of our manufacturing
exports, is to doom ourselves to a very low level of such
exports. Indeed the only suggestion in the Global Marketing
Plan which is along the lines of our recommendations is the
.China Action Plan. This plan contain four elements. The main
element is, "the provision of Government to Government
umbrella to support, facilitate and enhance bilateral trade and
investment." The second element is direct marketing work,
while the third refers to sectoral initiatives which aim to foster
and develop trade on an industry sector basis.
However, the unplanned aspects of this approach are subject
to the final element of the China Action Plan, which involves
China's exports to Australia. "China's concern at the trade
imbalance is perhaps the single largest factor which will
inhibit expansion of Australia's trade with China. China does

further increases in tariffs as the solution.

not seek an absolute trade balance, and Australia recognises
that it is important for each country to feel assured that it has a
reasonable degree of access to the other's market. Under this
element of the Plan, programs designed to enhance China's
export performance have been introduced. Notice here the
reluctance on the part of the Department of Trade to establish
firm and substantial bilateral relationships between Australia
and China, which would be of enormous benefit to Australia
We know for a fact that a number of Australian companies
which have negotiated potential markets for their products in
China have been turned down because of the failure of
substantial government to government arrangements of a
bilateral nature between Australia and China

What of the increasing use of bounties to which the
Government has resorted in recent times? The evidence is
that the bounties approach is more appropriate to protecting
some existing industries rather than stimulating the
development of new ones, or ensuring large increases in
production. This is the approach favoured by the National
Farmers Federation, who are generally opposed to protection
for manufacturing. However, there are problems with
bounties in that they constitute a substantial cost to the
revenue of the government. The National Farmers'
Federation's reply to this is:
Those who argue the excessive cost line often forget
that there is an equivalent cost with alternative forms of
protection. If the entire community cannot afford the
cost (via a bounty), how much more difficult must it be
for exporters to b.ear it now?

Even if bilateral arrangements are going to take some time to
be developed between Australia and other nations, surely it is
of enormous importance that we proceed as quickly as
possible with bilateral arrangements between Australia and
China. It should be noted, for example, that not even the
beginnings of such bilateral arrangements exist between
Australia and the United States. And yet in relation to our
trade with the United States, there is a massive imbalance in
favour of the Americans. What is difficult to comprehend here
is that many of the products that we buy from the Americans
are available through the Chinese market. On a planned
approach, it would have been possible to import many
manufactures from China rather than the United States, and at
the same time achieve increasingly greater export penetration
into the Chinese market.

Irrespective of whether the nation can afford the cost of
increasing bounty protection it is clear that this form of
protection has not achieved the boost to manufacturing
industry which is the Government's aim. Indeed, all the
Goveniment's arrangements in favour of specific bounties
have been couched in terms of support for the existent
Australian manufacturers, usually at the existent level of
production. On occasions, Senator Button has introduced
bounties to support a particular company. Thus, although the
bounty schemes are theoretically open-ended their impact has
been much more narrow.

The planned trading approach would also enable us to take a
much tougher stance in relation to the Japanese on two levels.
Firstly, it would Qe much better if we could have a
comprehensive agreement with Japan in relation to both
imports and exports. This may enable us to negotiate the best
prices for our primary products while establishing the ground
rules for Japanese manufactured imports into Australia. At the
moment, the only Japanese market strategy that has been
outlined by the Department of Trade, is one which involves
advising Australian companies about appropriate marketing
approaches, and about opportunities available in Japan. There
is no proposal for a government to government arrangement
even though we know very well that when it comes to the
prices for our primary products, that the Japanese government
works in concert with the major buyers of raw materials in
Japan to ensure a uniform approach to Australian mineral
exporters.

The Australian Manufacturing Council and the industry
councils have generally expressed disillusionment with tariffs
and bounties as the form of government assistance which can
assist them in promoting their industries. It is clear that many
industries believe that positive assistance measures other
than tariffs are required. (See the Financial Review,
Wednesday 26 February 1986.) The issue of positive
assistance measures will be taken up in Section 5.
However, although such positive measures will help stimulate
Australian manufacturing, we believe that the required boost
will not be achieved without some further action to curtail
imports. What we need is an alternative "more radical"
approach to the problem of import controls - an approach
which can at the same time stimulate domestic production.

So that while the Japanese have co-ordinated their efforts
especially through the work of MITI, Australia still holds onto
the general mythology of using the marketing approach alone,
rather than seeking to establish substantial planned and
bilateral arrangements with Japan. It is no wonder then, that
the Japanese have generally speaking, benefited in trading
arrangements with Australia.

A Radical Alternative

2. Linking Importing to Domestic
Manufacturing

One of the most successful industries in Australia is the motor
car industry. It pays us to look at the elements of the motor car
plan. 1) There is a quota of the number of cars to be imported.
2) The import licence for built up cars and parts of cars is
generally tied to credits gained through increased domestic
production. 3) There are controls on ~he proportion of foreign
components which may be used as input into domestic
manufacturing.

As the ALP National Industry Platform says, in addition to
export orientation, a re-industrialisation program involves
greater production for our domestic needs. As indicated in the
Introduction, the current protective mechanisms are not
resulting in substantial reductions in imports, even with the
favourable devaluation situation. What should be done about
this? One approach is to further increase tariffs. However, the
devaluation was in effect a fifteen to twenty per cent increase
in tariffs, and did not result in the reduction in imports which
had been anticipated. We should therefore be quite scep,tical of

This can be used as a model. I believe we need to have some
flexible limits to imports for a substantial range of products,
especially those for which there is a high.domestic demand.
What is needed is a set of flexible quotas for a particular
product. These quotas would not be available for any importer.
They would be directly linked to the proportion of domestic
manufacturing which a company carries out. Thus, for
example, Australian based companies could be given quotas
for the import of video recorders on the basis of, say, one
recorder imported for one domestically produced. Such
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quantitative control, if implemented across the main areas of
domestic demand for manufacturing goods, would do more to
stimulate investment in manufacturing than many direct
subsidies in the form of bounties. If it becomes clear that
import licences would only be granted to those who were
prepared to engage in some domestic production, then this
would be very strong motivation for companies to involve
themselves in that production.
At the moment, we have the policy that in most areas of
manufacturing there are no quantitative controls on imports.
Nor are import licences. in any way restricted to those
companies or individuals who are prepared to stimulate
domestic production. Often, a company engaged in domestic
manufacturing does not have any import licence and must rely
on providing its product in the market place at "competitive
rates" against cheap imports. As many businessmen have said,
in these circumstances it is clearly easier to close up shop and
simply import. We must reverse this trend.

Of course, the imposition of such quantitative controls tied to
the levels of domestic production often requires the
specification of Australian content levels for particular
industries. Provided the government is flexible about this,
however, there need be no insurmquntable problem.
Obviously, the level of Australian content would be dependent
on such factors as the availability of parts and skills in
Australia.
It could be argued that the imposition of quantitative limits in
the form suggested above will be inflationary. Although there
would be some increases in prices, the approach outlined
above would still tend to put a dampener on price increases
because there could still remain substantial competition
.between different companies for a share in the market. There
would be no artificially created shortages under this approach.
Each company could import as many products as it liked,
provided it produced an equivalent number in Australia.
Indeed, this approach would force companies to adopt the
most efficient production techniques for the Australian
production component. The final price of goods would be
determined on the basis of a compromise between the cost of
production for the domestic sector and the cost of imported
products. Under a scheme such as this, it would be possible to
substantially curtail the number of imports~ while simultaneously stimulating investment in domestic production and
this could be done without unduly restricting the number of
goods supplied. We are here simply propounding the general
principle o/linkage which has been successful in the motor car
industry here, and in other countries.
A common argument against the imposition of schemes such
as this is that tariffs and quotas hit the poorest hardest and are
therefore highly regressive. This is the oft-repeated argument
of the Industries Assistance Commission. In its 1980 paper
"Tariffs as Taxes" the lAC concludes that in 1977-78, if
protection for industry were removed, there would be an
increase of 20 per cent in the purchasing power of the bottom
24 per cent of households.
However, examination of the lAC data shows that these
figures are misleading, because (if one leaves aside the
extremely poor, who earn less than $40 per week) one can see
that the poorer sections, those earning between $40 and $170
per week, lose only an average of 6.5 per cent, while the richer
section ($260 to $400 per week) lose an average of 4.8 per cent.
The difference is thus nothing like what was suggested by the
lAC's report. What is more significant is that the lAC has not in
this study emphasised the' poverty consequences of the large
increase in unemployment which would result from the loss of
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the over-whelming proportion of jobs in manufacturing. For
there is no doubt that if all tariffs, quotas and bounties were
removed Australian manufacturing would become virtually
non-existent. Nor would the number of jobs lost merely be
those employed in manufacturing. In these circumstances
massive poverty and social dislocation would be created.
The real issue is not that Australia can do without protective
mechanisms for its manufacturing industries but rather
(a) what form should these protective mechanisms take to
ensure increased Australian production for domestic needs,
and
(b) how can we be certain that the mistakes of the past will not
be repeated, that is, the failure to update production systems
and to hide behind protection barriers.
The approach that we have outlined can overcome these
problems. Competition will remain within the system - firms
which can produce on a more efficient basis within Australia
will be eligible for more import credits.
This will prevent excessive .pricing and be a very large
incentive to update production systems. Companies would be
able to combine their imported and domestically produced
goods and offer the best prices and sales packages. We can thus
have, simultaneously, increased domestic production without
imposing shortages - and with a real restraint on imports.

3. Planning Strategies
In its first two years the Labor Government moved to institute
some planning processes for the formulation and execution of
industry policy. This was in contrast to the ad hoc uncoordinated approach of the previous Liberal Government. The
major manifestation of the planned approach to industry policy
is the restructuring of the Australian Manufacturing Council
and the establishment of ten Industry Councils, announced by
the Minister for Industry and Commerce in March 1984.
The role of the Australian Manufacturing Council is to:

a prepare advice on manufacturing policy;
b. promote increased co-operation among all elements
of the manufacturing sector, and

c. develop and help industry to implement solutions to
major problems.
The separate Industry Councils will "help co-ordinate
industry activity and promote co-operation between employers and employees" in their respective areas and will
themselves be co-ordinated and overseen by the Australian
Manufacturing Council. The business sector and the trade
union movement have a very significant role to play within
these Councils.
The Australian Manufacturing Council is ·also aware that
treating the question of trade protection as a separate and
over-important aspect of industry policy, in the manner of the
previous Government, is not consistent with a sensible, coordinated and planned approach. It has said:
The key question for Government is how to modify the
existing framework of interventions to improve the
ability of the economy to adapt to structural
change ... Proposals simply to abolish the existing

framework of intervention will cause a loss of industries
unless the Government assists in managing the pace
and direction of change.
The links between the Australian Manufacturing Council, the
Industry Councils and the Government's broad industry
strategy and macro-economic policy are, however, not
particularly well-defined. To date, there appears little
evidence to show that the co-operative decision-making
processes of the Council are properly filtering through to the
formulation of macro-economic policy, particularly the Budget
process. It is our view that these links should be made clearer
and stronger so that industry policy and macro-economic
policy are brought closer together.
Despite the promise that the AMC shows, there has been
increasing criticism of the idea that the government should
seek to actively intervene and give a general direction to
industry policy. Conservative forces generally argue against
the idea that the government can "pick winners". While it is
not the role of government to select between or encourage
particular companies, a planning approach certainly requires
that the government encourage the production of some goods
(for which there is a substantial Australian market) and
possibly the establishment of new industries to produce those
goods.
Indeed, this is the approach which has been adopted by the
Japanese in their use of MIT! (Ministry for International
Trade and Industry). One of the key features of the highly
. ·successful Japanese Industrial Strategy is outlined in a paper
from the Parliamentary Library:
MITI in conjunction with industry through the Japanese
"national consensus" designed, implemented and
justified the creation of productive capacity for rapid
growth by accelerating the transfer of resources to the
major industries of the future while smoothing the
process of decline of uncompetitive industries sometimes termed "Picking Winners and Phasing Out
Losers".
In principle, "winners" should be industries of significant size
in which Japan would have future comparative advantage as
the relative supplies and costs of its factors of production
change with domestic growth and evolving international
economic conditions and as learning curve economies are
achieved (infant industry cases); industries for which
domestic and world demand are highly income-elastic; and
industries in which Japan would become internationally pricecompetitive.
The rationale for such an industrial policy is predicated on the
private market mechanism inadequately allocating resources
for long-term growth. MIT! officials have emphasised
instances of market failure (externalities, public-good effects,
private underinvestment in R&D) and Japanese labour and
capital market imperfections.

were still ultimately responsive to the discipline of the
market.

Key Elements of a Planning Strategy
(i) Targeting Domestic Demand
As indicated above the Government and the Manufacturing
Councils must act to identify areas of substantial domestic
demand. If import replacement is to proceed in a rational and
realistic fashion, it must be based on information as to which
areas of the market we should direct our production efforts
towards.
This focus on the fulfillment ofthose domestic needs for which
there is substantial demand is a central part of the Labor Party
platform, yet little has been done to develop Australian
industries in such areas as personal computers, videos and a
range of new high technology products which many people are
buying for home use.

(ii) Specific Industry Agreements
The planning process should be made more specific. We
support the approach of the ACTU for the promotion of
investment agreements between employers, government and
unions, as expressed in its paper, "The Way Forward",
released in March 1984, as a follow-up to the Accord. It
says:
Agreements involving employers, governments and
unions should be promoted. Given undertakings by
Government to assist industry, and commitments by
employers, unions will be encouraged to be party to
agreements ...
If the co-operative planning process is to be meaningful at the
macro level, it must be complemented by similar co-operation
and consultation at the enterprise level. Obviously, the larger
and more important investment and other corporate decisions
should be the initial target of such agreements. They should
embrace not only levels of investment but location, type,
employment levels, commitment to the Accord, commitment
to implementation of industrial democracy schemes and other
facets of industrial relations policy.

(iii) "Picking Winners" through
Research and Consultation
One of the most significant debates in the industry policy area
is: to what degree, if any, should government intercede to
"pick winners", that is, encourage new industries. The OECD,
in its report, The Case for Positive Adjustment Policies, (paris,
June, 1979) has studied this matter in detail. Its major insights
are as follows:

Once an industry has been selected for assistance, MITI
typically put together (in negotiation with the Ministry of
Finance) a comprehensive package of support which may
include accelerated depreciation allowances, special R&D
funding (often through the industry association), tax benefits,
loans through the Japan Development Bank or· other
government financial institutions at below market rates of
interest, subsidies or public procurement policies. Such a
policy package was designed to anticipate and use the market
place rather than to replace it, by providing various incentives
to business to allocate resources in particular ways while firms

The growing attraction of "picking the winners" policies
for public opinion, economists and policy-makers is
quite understandable in psychological and political
terms. At a time when positive adjustment policies
appear to imply, in industry, mainly rationalisation and
the phasing out of lame ducks, it is felt desirable to hold
out a more positive perspective of industrial growth
under government guidance. Alongthe same lines, once
it is decided that some intervention is inevitable, there
is a "second best" argument in favour of giving
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assistance to growth industries rather than to use
taxpayers' money to support declining industries. This
attraction also reflects a more general disenchantment
with the effectiveness of macro-economic policies as a
means of stimulating economic growth.

appropriate regulations or procurements measures. Some
successes have been reported. In general, where there have
been failures, they have been the result either of attempting a
technical feat which was just out of reach, or of anticipating a
demand which failedto develop.

Policies to pick industrial winners are based on the
concern, not so much that the market may misallocate
resources between industries, but that it may be slow in
identifying growth opportunities and exploiting them:

Thus, contrary to the popular view, the OECD does not oppose
the "picking of winners" approach, but believes that it can
work within the context of a planned framework.

(iv) Increasing Public Investment

(i) Inadequate information may result in enterprises
failing to identify opportunities for future growth which
may be more readily apparent to governments. This is
alleged to be particularly likely in the case of new
technology where the central access of governments to
the results of basic research may enable them to
forecast industrial applications of new technology
better than individual enterprises.

In cases where there is a continuing reluctance on the part of
the private sector to invest and where the government
considers that there is a substantial domestic market for such
products or a specific export opportunity, the government
should direct its resources towards such investment. This
public investment should, where possible, be done in joint
ventures with private enterprise.

(ii) Even where evident opportunities for profitable new
investment exist, private enterprise acting on its own
may be slow in taking advantage of them because of the
high risk involved and shortfalls in entrepreneurial
ability. This can be particularly the case where the
structure of the industry concerned is oligopolistic and
.where a small number of suppliers has established a
dominant position on world markets. In countries and
sectors where a failure to exploit new growth
opportunities is manifest, governments may feel the
need to take the initiative, particularly in markets where
a technologically advanced type of product is a major
element in international competition, e.g. integrated
circuits.

This issue is of such importance that it needs to be taken up as
a separate section.'

(v) Developing a Technology Strategy
While Australia has a good record in basic research, it is
lagging behind substantially in the area of development and
production. Too many Australian inventions have consequently been aeveloped and produced overseas. If we are to
take maximum advantage of the skills that we have, a new
industry strategy for high technology products becomes .of
crucial importance.
Such a technology strategy should involve firstly the
formation of a highly skilled working group to advise the
government on the linkages between research, government
development and production of hign technology goods' and
services. Such a group of experts could make an assessment of
specific high-technology industries which need to be
developed. The assessment would recommend creating new
manufacturing industries, focusing especially on

(iii) A lack of price competition between firms in the
same industry combined with low mobility of capital and
labour may result in an unduly slow transfer of
resources from inefficient to efficient enterprises.
Government intervention to favour individual enterprises or to encourage mergers is considered by some
countries as an alternative to competition policies as a
means to facilitate the more efficient use of resouces.
However, the OECD goes on to give two warnings:
(a) experience shows governments to be far from infallible in their
judgement of industrial winners.

(b) Government selection of growth points also means that the
bureaucratic and political pressures of the public sector will be
substituted for commercial considerations. In particular,
having made a commitment to specific projects, governments
may be more reluctant than private enterprise to abandon
them, should their financial viability appear doubtful, and
more able to hold on.
The OECD's Report, however, points out that consultation
with industry and market research (factors (i) and (ii) above)
can overcome this problem.
Where there have been successes (as in Japan, for instance),
they appear to have been associated with detailed, sometimes
lengthy prior consultation with industry and potential
customers in order to define the precise technical and market
requirements with great care. Governments can sometimes
help their industries· to exploit comparative national
advantages, or to respond to the incidence of new scarcities
(for instance, in the fields of energy and environmental
quality) by well-phased interventions of this kind allied to

.
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(a) the relationships that would exist between these
industries, i.e. backward and forward linkages; where
resources would come from, whether there are ancillary
industries which could be developed to service those
industries, etc.;
(b) where these industries could sell their goods, i.e.
local or overseas markets;
(c) whether the industry would be efficient in local
terms;
(d) whether the industry would have potential to
export.

(vi) Developing Australian Inventions
In less than ten years Australian inventors have won local and
overseas awards for technological innovation in water
resources, the automotive industry, metal drink cans,
construction, assembly techniques, solar water heating
installations, medical research, and agriculture. Many ofthese
inventions have been adopted by either local or international
manufacturers.
Certainly, some of these inventions do not have marketing

potential. For those which do, and there are various ways of
gauging international and local response, governments should
offer incentives for them to be taken on. The patents are
already owned by Australians, and the expertise is certainly
here. Thus, Australia is wasting some of its technological
resources by failing to support local invention at present.
For firms, invention development grants should be offered by
the Government. Such grants should be structured so that
support is offered in stages. The initial grant would be made
after the Government was satisfied that the invention had
marketing potential. The size of this grant should be decided
after an assessment is made of the capacity of the company to
develop the product with existing technological and fmancial
resources. Provision should be made for the firm and the
government to enter into further negotiations if unforeseen
problems develop during the developmental stage.

(vii) Special Assistance Measures for
New and Expanding Industries
There are a number of initiatives which can be carried out to
encourage new and expanding industries. These include:
1. Targeted investment allowances.

2. Accelerated depreciation allowances.
3. Export market development grants.
4. Research and Development grants.
5. Tax Subsidies for· Special Industries.
These and other specific measures will be discussed in detail
in Section 5.

4. Public Investment
If the level of private sector investments in manufacturing
industry remains depressed the Government will have to act
to increase public sector participation. Some actions have
already been taken along these lines; thus, in its first Budget,
the Federal Labor Government afforded the Australian
Industries Development Corporation (AIDC) a higher priority
by expanding its capital base by over $65 million and
enhancing its borrowing capabilities immensely. This
emphasis on the AIDC as an important source of Government
equity and loan finance should be maintained and increased. It
is a crucial vehicle for the extension of public ownership in the
context of longer term industrial development policy.

This policy of increasing public investment is a centre-piece of
the Prices and Incomes Accord. The ACTU says in its industry
policy ...
Public investment and assistance should be rendered in
planned areas of development ... The ACTU attaches
considerable importance to the public sector in
determining the structure and capability of Australian
industry ... the ACTU believes that in a number of
important respects public sector investment has not
been as beneficial as it might have been. In particular we
believe that inadequate importance has been attached
to the need for: a) the achievement of an ability to
design, develop and manufacture high technology
products for local use and export; b) the combination of
the resources and expertise of the public sector with
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suitable areas of the private sector through joint
venture activity.
The reluctance of private capital to invest in manufacturing
has been evident for some time. As we have already shown, the
devaluation - while it led to some increase in investment has not ensured that the large scale reconstruction of
manufacturing industry takes place. In order to achieve the
increase in domestic manufacturing outlined in the three
sections of this part of our paper, it will be necessary for the
Government to borrow and invest several hundred million
dollars for each of the next three years.
Public loans and equity finance, should primarily be directed
towards new projects, and secondarily towards ailing but
essential industries such as whitegoods. Where the
government provides assistance to these industries it is
crucial to Labor's macro-economic strategy that it insist on
public control and/or accountability for its assistance. In
general, the strategy for new industries should be for the
Government to offer joint ventures to national and
multinational firms. In ajoint venture the Government would
also have the opportunity to influence how the technology is
applied.
Government investment through such bodies as the AIDC
should aim at providing equity capital rather than loans for
particular manufacturing projects. Equity capital is preferred.
- but not only because it provides part public ownership and
control - but also because it is a source of cheap finance for
new projects. This is because there is no obligation to repay
equity capital. Loan capital on the other hand, imposes a strict
financial discipline on the company. The firm has to ensure
that gross receipts are sufficient to cover interest payments
and principal repayments. In order to pay interest charges,
new investments have to contribute their own value in profits
every five years. In times of economic depression, equity
capital can provide a big boost.
The usual objection to increased government investment in
manufacturing is the. claim that it is too costly for the
government to engage in such strategies. It is argued that the
budget deficit would have to be expanded and that this would
have undesirable consequences, in a number of ways, on the
economy. For example, it may tend to push up interest rates
and have a negative consequence on the balance of payments.
However, this argument completely fails to take into account
the criteria which the AIDC and the government should use in
judging projects for public investment. One of the most
important criteria is the the project should return a profit to the
public purse over a relatively short period of time. Public
investment in productive enterprises can hence return profits
to government and these profits can be used to reduce budget
deficits in the medium and long tenn and/or provide
additional service in the welfare and related sectors.
Furthermore, direct public investment in manufacturing will
greatly assist the balance of payments in the long term since
the profits gained from this investment will be redirected
towards general public expenditure and will not be leaving
Australia.
Experience overseas shows that many corporations are much
keener to invest in new enterprises when the Government
acts as an additional partner. Thus we can assume quite safely
a private sector investment of at least the same order as public
investment by government. Even when the investment is for
supporting ailing manufacturing industries, the Government
can probably stimulate additional private sector investment in
those industries by developing a program of joint public-

private assistance to that industry.
In this public investment, the emphasis should be on producer
goods industries. Chris Hurford, when he was shadow
minister for Industry, emphasised the importance of
stimulating such industries:
It has been the comparative failure to develop the
intermediate and capital goods sectors upon which such
final demand industries depend that is responsible for
both the sluggishness of Australia's manufacturing
economy and its continuing dependence upon imports.
Put simply, the failure to develop the intermediate
sectors of the manufacturing economy has in tum
prevented the backward and forward linkages from
operation ... the thrust of industry policy has been
aimed at the consumer goods sectors with the
result that whilst these sectors are highly
protected no such extensive protection has in
practice been afforded to producer goods.

years has been in stark contrast to the intended effect of the
general investment allowance. In most manufacturing
industries, 1983-84 levels of new fixed capital expenditure by
private enterprises were either below or not significantly
above (in money terms) those of 1979-80. In evaluating the
allowance one could rightly ask: could private investment
have been much lower? Clearly, the increasing proliferation of
other more specific tax-based incentives and exemptions in
particular industries and sectors, points to the ineffectiveness
of the general allowance.
Although we agree with the abolition of the general
investment allowance we believe that it should be replaced by
a new targeted investment allowance.
Such a system of targeted investment allowances helps
achieve two basic and related objectives which cannot be
realised under the present situation: they are greater
accountability of industry in respect of Government industry
development policy and greater scope for promoting specific
industries and sectors.

If industry restructuring is to be a serious goal, the
government can use its public investment program to direct
resources away from propping up lame duck industries, and
especially those industries which rely on archaic production
systems. It can encourage the development of new systems of
production for the provision of domestic needs. It can help
establish new industries in a number of areas. However, there
are also other measures which can be taken to promote new
industries. We now tum to consider these measures.

5. Support for New Industries
The measures outline so far should have the nett effect of
stimulating domestic manufacturing and provide the basis for
a reindustrialisation of Australia. However, it is likely that,
especially in the next three years, a number of additional
government measures will need to be put into place so as to
promote new industries, especially in the high technology
area. I tum to evaluate the measures currently in place and
suggest several changes.
(i) Targeting Investment Allowances
The Government investment allowance lapsed in July 1985.
The Government decided to remove the allowance because,
on the basis of its estimates, the cost to revenue would have
been in the order of four to five hundred million dollars per
year.
This allowance, which was introduced under Fraser at the
level of 40 per cent for some capital expenditures, was much
wider in application than its predecessor, which had been
restricted to the rural and manufacturing sectors. It was also
available with respect to plant being leased.

With this targeted approach, th~ Government would be able to
stipulate more effectively the conditions under which such
allowances would be made - through a process of agreement
and consultation with all interested parties, includingworkers
and the community generally. This would, of course, involve
the preparation of sectoral strategies and plans of a more
comprehensive nature as outlined in Section 3. The
foundation for such -a transition is already in place to a large
extent - in the form of Industry Councils and Authorities and should be utilised in the way outlined in the ALP Federal
Industry Development Platform.
It should be remembered that there already exist a number of
special deductions allowable with respect to certain types of
capital expenditure. They include expenditure of a capital
nature on: connection of mains electricity; certain types of
special purpose fencing; soil conservation; exploration or
prospecting; transport of minerals; petroleum exploration.
Hence the principle of targeted investment allowances
already exists. What we are advocating is an extension of the
principles to incorporate a number of areas in which the
Government believes new industries ought to be established
or existing industries extended.

(ii) Accelerated Depreciation
Allowances

Was this general investment allowance effective? We can
judge it on economic growth, the business cycle and the
development of partiCUlar regions and industries. Firstly,
because of its generalist character, this allowance did not
explicitly address sectoral and regional industry policy
objectives and so little attention was given to its impact in this
respect

Much of the discussion regarding depreciation allowances has
concentrated on reforming them as part of a package of
company tax indexation measures. The Mathews Report on
Inflation and Taxation recommended an "indexed depreciation valuation adjustment" as one of its two basic
proposals with respect to company taxation, along with a "cost
of sales valuation adjustment". The Committee viewed these
measures as a means of overcoming the detrimental taxation
implications of inflation to business taxpayers, noting that
there is both theoretical and empirical evidence that the
existing tax system was threatening business survival under
the (then) current conditions of rapid inflation.

Efforts to gauge its impact have concentrated on aggregate
private investment expenditure as the appropriate measure.
In this limited respect, most studies and surveys (including
lAC and the Taxation Institute) agreed that investment
allowances are generally effective in encouraging investment.
However, the evidence of private investinent over recent

The Committee recommended the use of an index of
replacement costs for adjusting depreciation each year and
recommended the difference between a business' opening
stocks valued at their actual price and opening stocks valued at
the same prices as closing stocks as the "appropriate
adjustment with respect to stocks.
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In proPQsing these two. adjustments, which WQuld have
effectively added two. mQre allQwable deductiQns to. the
already IQng list Qf cQncessiQns and exemptiQns available to.
business, the Mathews CQmmittee was essentially Qpting fQr
an alternative accQunting measurement system than the
existant Qne based Qn histQrical CQsts.

grants, fQr these reaSQns:

The CQmmittee cited certain advantages Qf "current
purchasing power accQunting and profit measurement"
including: (a) a business's funds will be supplemented to. the
extent necessary to. finance the higher CQst Qf hQlding assets
when their current values increase; (b) nQn-discriminatiQn
between capital-intensive and labQur intensive firms Qr
between firms with different asset structures because the
physical assets and CQsts Qf all firms are valued in terms Qf the
same prices; (c) greater financial stability thrQugh mQre
adequate CQmpany saving and less bQrrQwing in a periQd Qf
rapidly rising prices.

2) We believe that it is the small cQmpanies which have the best
chance Qf penetrating their products into. the highly
competitive and Qften highly prQtected Qverseas markets.

1) mQst cQrporatiQns having a bigger turnQver do. nQt need
eXPQrt incentive schemes. They are already sufficiently
invQlved and/Qr are able to. bear the CQst Qf such incentives
themselves.

3) The export develQpment grants allQcated in the past have
nQt been used to. achieve the gQals intended. The repQrt Qf the
NatiQnal ExpQrt Marketing Strategy Panel cQncluded that the
prQgram had been wasteful, that there had been an insufficient
requirement fQr perfQrmance, and that in many cases the
grants had been used withQut sufficient effQrts to. achieve
results, especially by multinatiQnal cQrporatiQns.

A variant Qf the "CQst Qf sales valuatiQn adjustment", knQwn as
the "trading stock valuatiQn adjustment" was actually
implemented under Fraser (with Qnly 50 per cent indexatiQn)
during 1977-78 and was subsequently withdrawn
May
1979.

While we accept the importance Qf the revamped export
develQpment grants fQr boosting exports, we cautiQn against
the view that the mere existence Qf such grants will QverCQme
Qur export marketing prQblems. Indeed, we WQuid like to. reemphasise here the impQrtance Qf gQvernment-togQvernment, bilateral trade agreements fQr the promQtiQn Qf
manufacturing exports.

m

The apprQach Qf the Mathews CQmmittee to. the prQblem Qf
indexing cQrporate taxes has been criticised Qn a number Qf
grQunds. Head has said that "the current cost accounting
system recQmmended by the CQmmittee in the calculatiQn Qf
business incQme fQr tax purposes is dangerously Qne-sided,
inequitable and distQrting Qf business investment and
financing decisiQns ... ". The Mathews CQmmittee, in
becQming tQQ cQncerned with shQrt~run problems Qf business
prQfitability rather tlian the basic Qbjectives Qf the incQme tax
system, aVQided the ess~ntial point that capital gains must be
fully taxable under a system which deals adequately with the
indexatiQn Qf CQmpany taxes and the level Qf depreciatiQn
allQwances.
.

The new Trade CQmmissiQn has adQpted a cQmprehensive
marketing plan. ObviQusly, the export develQpment grants
will play a rQle in helping to. achieve the gQals Qf that plan.
HQwever, the planning prQcess needs to. be expanded, nQt
merely to. incQrporate an export incentive prQgram, but alSo. to.
tie into. the Qther industry assistance measures we have
Qutlined in this paper.

(iv) Research and Development Grants
The Australian GQvernment has had in place grants fQr
research and develQpment fQr a number Qf years. HQwever, it
has becQme clear that there has been a severe reluctance Qn
the part of private enterprise to. invest in R and D. Indeed,
Federal GQvernment investment is by far the largest
prQportiQn Qf dQmestic R and D.

In Qur view, current levels Qf depreciatiQn allQwances shQuld
be cQntinued in Qrder to. stimulate industry investment.
HQwever, it shQuld be made clear that these are a subsidy to
investment. FurthermQre, it is necessary that the whQle Qf a
company's incQme, including realised capital gains, be taken
into. aCCQunt. Unless such capital gains are included there will
be substantial pressure Qn gQvernment to. reduce the
generQus depreciatiQn allowances which nQW exist. Finally,
we WQuid reject the cQncept Qf full and immediate
deductibility Qf depreciatiQn expenses and "free" depreciatiQn
(whereby cQmpanies are allQwed to. choose the rate and timeperiQd fQr depreciatiQn), both Qf which have been prQposed by
eCQnQmists, as nQt compatible with the cQmprehensive incQme
tax system. In particular, the fQrmer is effectively a cash flQW
tax and, as has been pointed Qut, CQuld cost the GQvernment up
to. 45 per cent Qf cQmpany tax revenue, an impossible
situatiQn.

An equally seriQus matter is the fact that the situatiQn has
deteriQrated Qver the years. Thus in 1973-74 the CQmmQnwealth's prQportiQn Qf Gross DQmestic Expenditure Qn R&D
(GERD) was 58 per cent, the states was 10 per cent and the
private sectQr 28 per cent. In 1983-84, the prQportions were:
CommQnwealth GQvernment 68 per cent, States 12 per cent
and Private SectQr was dQwn to. 17 per cent. Under these
circumstances the Federal Government decided to. adQpt a
mQre radical apprQach to. promQting private sectQr research
and develQpment by intrQducing a tax deductiQn scheme fQr
industrial research and develQpment.
The Government's eXplanatiQn Qf the scheme is as fQllQws:

Thus while we support the accelerated depreciatiQn
allQwances we do. nQt believe that the gQvernment needs to. go.
further than this in relatiQn to. this fQrm Qf assistance. Other
fQrms Qf investment are less CQstly and will help achieve the
general investment gQals involved in reindustrialisatiQn.

A 150 per cent CQmpany tax deductio.n fQr eligible
industrial R&D expenditure came into. effect frQm 1 July
1985. The aim is net Qnly to. lift Australia's level Qf R&D
but also to. prQmQte a mQre practical and cQmmercial
QrientatiQn o.f R&D.. ". '

(iii) Export Market Development Grants

Strict eligibility requirements prQvide inter alia that:
benefits are restricted to. cQmpanies; compani.es must
prQvide infQrmatiQn Qn past and present research and
develQpment activities, staffmg, facilities and SQurces Qf .
funds; R&D wQrk must be carried Qut in Australia; and

We support the initiative Qf the Minister fQr Trade in making
changes to. the export market develQpment grants. In
particular we support the cQncept that it is Qnly cQmpanies
with amQunts Qf $20 milliQn Qr less that shall be eligible fQr
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Conclusion

the concession will not apply to activities otherwise
directly assisted by the Government.

As we indicated in the Introduction, we do not believe that the
devaluation of the dollar in itself has, or will be, sufficient to
deal with the current crisis. Even conservative commentators
have recognized how serious the situation is. Thus Terry
McCrann says in the Age on the 6th March, 1986:

At the same time, the Government announced that it would
review the Australian Industrial and Research Incentive
Scheme (AIRDIS), because of problems in ensuring that
payments for project and commencement grants were made.
In addition the failure to achieve sufficient private enterprise
investment in R&D led the Government to examine the
effectiveness of AIRDIS. However, we should note that the
level of R&D is itself connected to the level of intended
investment in manufacturing production generally. Hence the
success of Australian R&D will be primarily a consequence of
achieving the investment in new industries. One cannot
expect that new investment in R&D will arise unless the
general process towards the reindustrialisation of Australia
occurs.

First set aside that sophistry which blames our booming
economy for the deficit. True as it is that our strong
growth is sucking in imports, the real question that
needs to be asked is why so much of that demand can
only be satisfied by foreigners ...
That gap is essentially due to three things: consumption
of foreign goods to feed a higher standard of living than
we are earning by our own efforts (those Japanese TVs
and cars); ever increasing imports of the investment
goods that our closed and run down factories are no
longer able to produce; and the exploding interest
payments to service the existing debt.

(v) Tax Subsidies for Special Industries
The importance of promoting high-technology industries
through a technology strategy has been recognised by the
Labor Government with its action to allow very substantial tax
concessions for companies engaged in high technology
activities. In December 1983 the Management and Investment
Companies Bill was introduced into Parliament. Under this
provision, selected companies are able to claim a hundred per
cent write off on tax for investment in high-technology
research, development and production. The Government
issued licences under this bill, for those licenced companies to
be able to undertake a spectrum of activities in this hightechnology area. In so doing, it encouraged venture capital into
this sector without direct public capital investment.

Of course McCrann argues the usual conservative line that the
answer to our problems is further cuts in Government
spending, especially in the welfare area, and further
reductions in real wages. Not only is this approach politically
unrealistic, it is socially and economically disastrous.
McCrann is typical of the many conservative commentators
who having identified the problem, resort to the bland
monetarist recipes which have proved disastrous in the
United Kingdom, and elsewhere. These conservatives are
ideologically incapable of moving from a realistic description
of the problem to a sensible and realistic prescription of the
solution.

Part of the impetus for these tax subsidies came from the
Espie Committee report of April 1983, entitled "Developing
High Technology Enterprises for Australia". The report stated
"This committee knows of no country which has succeeded in
establishing a climate for investment in high-technology
enterprises without the Government taking positive action
and, at a minimum, adopting a catalytic role."

Mr McCrann and other conservative commentators are well
aware that the Prices and Incomes Accord has played a central
role in achieving the economic recovery of the last three years.
Any further reduction in real wages would destroy the Accord
and lead to a wage/price spiral of serious dimensions. All hope
for the growth strategy would be lost. Similarly, it is not
possible for the Government to massively slash federal
spending, especially in the welfare area - to do so would be
socially disastrous in that it would impose unacceptable
burdens on the poor, the unemployed, pensioners and other
social security beneficiaries. It would be morally indefensible
at a time when companies have achieved high and often record
profit levels.

The demand for licences under the MIC bill has been very
high and the quality of the applicants very good. This indicates
that this form of government intervention, through tax
concessions, is an approach which has a great deal to support
it.

(vi) Protecting Infant Industries

Furthermore, such an approach would be economically
counter productive and short-sighted. It is short-sighted in
that it does not come to grips with the fundamental problem
identified by McCrann himself. It is counterproductive in that
the reduced government spending will dampen domestic
demand and in so doing will probably result in a further
squeeze on domestic manufacturing investment. For just as an
increase in consumer demand does not automatically result in
an increase in domestic manufacturing production, so a
decrease in such demand will not automatically result in a
decrease in imports. Indeed, the most likely result of reduced
demand is that companies will resort to the simpler expedient
of imports rather than the implementation of import
replacement strategies.

Having identified and initiated development of promising new
industries, the government must be sure to protect these
industries from large overseas competition. Protection
policies aimed at specific sectors can induce a sort of
"technological leap" in Australian industry. One reason for
this is that foreign corporations can be induced to invest in
high-technology production through such specific protection
mechanisms. These mechanisms should be implemented in a
planned way in consultation with domestic companies seeking
to establish industries in these areas. The Government should
also consider the incorporation of "sunset" provisions for such
specific industry protection mechanisms so as to allow the
long-term survival of only those industries which have
successfully benefitted under the short term technology
plan.

Surely, it would be obvious to any unprejudiced person that
what is required to deal with the problem of excessive imports
is (i) an immediate introduction of restrictions on imports; (ii)
a recipe linking import quotas with increased domestic
manufacturing production; (iii) realistic promotion of exports
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through bilateral and planned trade agreements. This is in
essence the approach we have outlined.
We need greater action to achieve the reindustrialisation of
Australia. Unless we can do so, the fundamental problems now
facing the Australia economy will lead to the recession, with an
upsurge in unemployment and dire social consequences. It is
time for the government to attack the problem head on by
adopting radical trade and industry policies of the kind outline
in this paper.
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